NON-CORPORATE FEFF SOFTWARE LICENSES NOW AVAILABLE

[105] Installation/Instruction  ($500 + travel expenses)
[109] FEFF 7  ($350 new, $175 upgrade, $175 each additional system)
[110] FEFF 8  ($400 new, $200 upgrade, $200 each additional system)
[112] FEFF 9  ($500 new, $250 upgrade, $250 each additional system)

Please provide the following information:

(a) Type of Computer
(b) Operating System
(c) FORTRAN compiler

(Note: For PC or MAC users we ship an executable version if no compiler is indicated)

(d) Desired medium (check one): PC compatible diskettes
or electronic transfer
Please list e-mail address

Anticipated form of payment (please check one)

☐ Institutional Purchase Order
☐ Check/Money Order
☐ Credit Card
☐ Wire Transfer
Name of Bank:

MAKE PAYMENT PAYABLE TO: University of Washington

IMPORTANT: Please indicate FEFF invoice number on any form of payment or bank transfer. Failure to provide this information may delay delivery. Please send a fax or email with the date of wire transfer, bank name, and route number of wire transfer payments. Bank fees are the responsibility of the customer.

International Wire Bank Transfers: Mailing Address:
FEFF Project  FEFF Project
Bank of America, Washington  Dept of Physics, BOX 351560
Seattle, WA 98105-4412  University of Washington
RE: OIPTT 62762208, FEFF [Invoice #]*
98195-1560 ABA #0260009593
Seattle, WA 98125, USA

Seattle, WA 98125, USA

(*Client will complete the invoice number from the invoice we send them.)